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This paper is about des,gn programming. 

The atoms of environmental structure are 
relations, the simplest geQmetry which 

can be functionally right.or wrong in the 

design of any man-made object or en

vironment. They are statements about the 

physical organization which is required 

ii the design is to function well. A list of 

required relations replaces the design 

program or brief and the first stages of 

sketch design. The argument of Iha paper 
has four parts. First, the idea of need 

should be replaced with its operational 

counterpart, tendency. Second, a single 

need, when operationally defined, makes 

nodemands on the physical environment, 

and the environment requires a specific 

geometry only to resolve conflicts be
tween tendencies. Third, once a conflicl 

between tendencies is clearly Slated, It is 
possible to define the geometrical rela

tion required to prevent the conflict and 
to insist that this relation be present in 

any context where the conflict might 
occur. Finally, the environment needs no 
geometrical organization beyond that 

which it gets from combinations or refa. 

lions so defined. Two appendices follow, 

the first illustrating specific tendencies. 

conflicts, and relations for the entrance to 

an office and the second ~lustrating tllD

dencies, conflicts, and patterns for the 
entrance to a suburban house. 

At present, there are two things wrong with design programs. First of all, 

even If you state clearly what a building has to do, there is still no way of 

finding out what the building must be like to do it. The geometry of the build

ing is still a matter for the designer's intuition; the program does not help. 

Second, even if you state clearly what the building has to do, there is noway 

of finding if this is what tire building ought to do. It is possible to make up an 

arbitrary program for a building. There is, at present, no way of being sure 

that programs are not arbitrary; there is no way of testing what the program 

says. 

As far as this second point goes, most designers would maintain that no 

pTogram can ever be made nonarbitrary. They would say that the rightness 
·t · not a 

or wrongness of a program Is not a factual matter but a moral one; 1 is 

question of fact but a question of value. These people argue in the same war 
about the physical environment itself. They say that the environment canno 

be right or wrong in any objective sense but that it can only be Judged ac• 

cording to criteria, or goals, or policies, o r values, which have themselves 

been arbitrarily chosen. 

We believe this point of view is mistaken. We believe that it is possible 10 . 

define design In such a way that the rightness or wrongness of a building 19 
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clearly a question of fact. not a question of value. We also believe that If 
design Is defined in this way, a-statement ol what a building ought to do can 
yield physical conclusions about the geometry of the building directly. We believe, in other words, that it is possible to write a program which la both ob
jectively correct and which yields the actual physical geometry of• building. 

Let us begin with the kind of programs which people write today. It la w idely 
recognized that any serious attempt to make the environment work must 
begin with a statement ol user needs. Chrls.topher Jones calla them performance specifications: Bruce Archer calls them design goals; in engineering they are often called design criteria; at the Building Research Station they 
are called user requirements; at the Ministry of Public Building and Works they have been called activities: they are often simply called requirements or needs. Whatever word is used. the main idea is always this : Before starting to design a building, the designer must define its purpose in detail. This 
detailed definition of purpose, goals, requirements, or needs can then be used as a checklist. A proposed design can be evaluated by checking it 
against the checklist. 

But how do we decide that something really is a need? The simplest answer. obviously, is "Ask the client. " But people are notoriously unable to assess their own needs. Suppose then, that we try to assess people's needs by 
watching them. We still cannot be sure we know what people really need. We cannot decicie what is " really" needed, either by asking questions, or by outside observation, because the concept of need is not well defined. The word need has a variety ol meanings. When it Is said that people need air to 
breathe, it means that they will die within a few minutes If they do not get It. When someone says, " I need a drink," it means he thinks he will feel better after he has had one. When it is said that people "need" an art museum the meaning is almost wholly obscure. The statement that a person needs something has no well-defined meaning. We cannot decide whether such a statement is true or false. 

We shall, therefore, replace the idea of need by the idea of what people are trying to do. We shall. in effect, accept something as a need If we can show that the people concerned, when given the opportunity. actively try to satisfy the need. This implies that every need, if valid, is an active force. We call this 
active force which underlies the need a tendency. A tendency, therefore, is an operational version of a need. If someone says that a certain need exists, we cannot test the statement, because we do not know what it really claims. 
If someone says that a certain tendency exists, we can begin to ·test the statement. 

Here is an. example. Suppose we say, " People working in an office need a view." This is a statement of need. It can be interpreted in many ways. Does ii mean " It would be nice if people In offices had views" ? Does it mean 
" People say they want a view from their offices" ? Does it mean "People will pay money to get a view from their offices" ? There are so many ways of 
interpreting it that the statement Is almost useless. We do not know what it really says. 

But if we replace it by the statement, " People working in offices try to get a view from their offices," this is a statement of fact. It may be false, it may be . true, but it can be tested. It is a statement of a tendency. If observation shows that people in an office actively try to get those desks which command a view it Is clearly reasonable to say that they need the view. If, on the other hand ' people make no effort to get a view even when they get the chance, we sh~il naturally begin to doubt the need. 

Every statement of a tendency is a hypothesis, an attempt to condense a 
large number of observations by means of a general statement. In this sens a stateme~t of a tend_ency is li_ke any scientific theory. Since a statement of:· tendency 1s a way of mterpretmg obse_rvations. we must try as hard as pos-
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Conflict. 

people ,n offices try to get desks near the win~ow when th~y ge nee. 

It is possible to Infer from this that they are trying to get a view. But w~ m,~ 

eQuolly well infer the existence of other tendencies. They could be try1ng_to 

get mo re ltght, or better ventilation, or direct sunlight. Or ther may b~ ~rying 

to get something tar more complicated . they ma.y want to be m _a pos1t1on 

from which they see the light on the races of their companfons instead of 

seeing them in silhouette against the window. 

In order to be conhdent that people really seek a view, we must make obser

vRttons which Rllow us to rule out such alternative interpretations one by 

one For example. suppose we construct an office in which light levels are 

uniform throughout. because windows are supplemented by artificial light. 

o o people stil l try to work near the window in such an office? If they do. we 

can rule out the possibility that they are merely trying to get more light. 

Ruling out all the alternative interpretations we can think of is a laborious 

and expensive task. Furthermore. in order to make the hypothesis more 

accurate. we must try to specify what kind of people seek a view from their 

ollices. during what parts of their work they seek it most. what aspects of 

" view" they are really looking for. and so on. Again, this is a laborious and 

expensive task. It is ltke the task of forming any scientific hypothesis or 

theory. A good theory cannot be invented overnight; it can be created only 

by refinement over many years and by many independent. different ob

servers. 

It is. therefore, vitally important that we do not exaggerate the pseudo

scientific aspect of the concept of tendency. Since a tendency is a hypoth

esis. no tendency can be stated in any absolute or final form. The ideal of 

perfect objectivity is an illusion. and therefore there is no justification for 

accepting only those tendencies whose existence has been " objectively 

demonstrated." Other tendencies. though they may be speculative. areoftl!tn 

more significant from the human point of view. It would be extremely dan

gerous to ignore such tendencies just because we have no ~ta to " support" 

them. Provided they are stated clearly. so that they can be shown wrong 

by someone willing to undertake the necessary experiments, it is as im

portant to include these tendencies in the program as it is to include those 

tendencies that we are sure about. 

Now we face the central•problem of design: Given a statement of what people 

need. how can we find a physical environment which meets those needs? 

In order to answer this question we must first define clearly just what we 

mean by meeting needs. This is not as Hsy as it seems. So long as - ar9 

using the word needs, the idea of meeting them seems fairly obvious. How

ever. once - replace the ldN of need by the Idea of tendency and try to 

translate the Idea of meeting needs into the new language. we shall SM that 

its meaning is not really clear at all. 

The Idea of needs is passive. But the idea of tendencies is highly actt've.. It 

emphasizes the fact that. given the opportunity, people will try to satisfy 

needs for themselves. When we try to Interpret the Idea of meeting nNds in 

the light of this new emphasis. we SN that it is highly ambiguous. To what 

extent 81'11 people expected to meet needs for themselves. and to what 

extent Is the environment expected lo do it for them? 

Take for example a simple situation, a man sitting in a chair. He has various 

needs. He needs to shift his position every now and then. to maintain the 

~lrculation in his buttocks and thighs. If he Is trying to read. he needs enough 

hght to read by. If he sits in his chair long enough, he will need fqod or re

freshment He needs ventilation. Under normal circumstanc.s he ts pertectlY 

able to meet these needs for himself. But if we define a good environment 

a~ one Which meets needs, we should logically be forced to design an en

vironment which meets these needs for him. This conjur.s up an Image of 
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ing automatically when the room becomes too hot, a light being switched on 

automatically as evening comes, and pads in the chair massaging his but

tocks to keep the pressure from building up too much in any one place. 

The image is absurd. It is absurd because the man is perfectly capable of 

meeting these needs for himself. Indeed, not only is he capable of meeting 

them for himself, but for his own well-being it is almost certain that he should 

meet them for himself. Man is an adapting organism. A man who is no longer 

meeting his needs is no longer adapting. The daily, hourly, process of adapt

ing is the process of life itself; an organism which is no longer adapting is 

no longer alive. 

It is, therefore, clear that a good environment is not so much one that meets 

needs as one that allows men to meet needs for themselves. If we define a 

need as a tendency, as something which people are trying to do, then we 

must assume that they will do it whenever they get the chance. The only job 

which the environment has is to make sure they get this chance. 

Now at first sight it may seem that the argument leads to a dead end. Go 

back to the example of the man sitting in a chair. Under normal conditions 

each one of the tendencies which arises in this situation can take care of 

itself. The man can do everything for himself. There is no problem in the 

situation. The environment does not require redesign. If needs are defined 

as tendencies, and if tendencies are capable of taking care of themselves. 

then why does the environment ever require design by designers? Why 

cannot people be left to adapt to the environment and to shape their own 

environment as they wish, with the help of bricklayers, carpenters, elec

tricians, and others. If tendencies are active forces, then people will pre

sumably t?.!,e action whenever the environment is not satisfactory and will 

meet their own needs for themselves. Why does the environment need 

design? Why should designers ever take a hand at all? 

The answer is this. Under certain conditions, tendencies conflict. In a con
flict situation, the tendencies cannot take care of themselves, because one is 

pulling in one direction, and the other is pulling in the opposite direction. 

Under these circumstances, the environment does need design; it must be 

rearranged In such a way that the tendencies no longer conflict. 

Let us go back once more to the man sitting in a chair. There are certain 

chairs, made of canvas slung between wire supports, in which you cannot 

move about at will, because your body always sinks to the lowest position 

and is held there by the canvas. After sitting in one of these chairs for a few 

minutes you begin to feel uncomfortable; the pressure on certain parts of 

the body builds up, but you cannot move slightly to reduce this pressure. 

You try to shift positions-but you cannot. Al first sight it might seem that 

this is not so. Indeed, the tendency to try to reduce the pressure on your 

body has a simple outlet. You can simply get up and walk about. The trouble 

is, of course, that in many cases there will be another tendency operating 

which makes you want to stay sitting where you are. It is the conflict between 

your tendency to stay where you are and your tendency to shift position 

which makes a problem: In a properly designed chair this conflict does not 

occur. 

We may, therefore, replace the simple-minded definition of a good environ

ment as one that meets needs, by the following definition: a good environ

ment is one in which no two tendencies conflict. 

Of course, the confl.icts that occur in buildings and cities can be much more 

complicated than the one we have just described. There can be conflicts 

between tendencies within a single person, between one person and a 

tendency of a group, or between a tendency in a person and some larger 

tendency that is part of a mass phenomenon. But the principle is always the 
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same. Provided that all the tend~ncies can ~perate fr_eely and are not brooght 

into conflict with other tendencies, the environment in which they are occur

ring is a good one. It follows then that the envi~onment only requires design 

in order to prevent conflicts occurring. If we wish to specify the pattern an 

environment ought to have. we must begin by identifying all conflicts be

tween tendencies which might possibly occur in the environment. 

In summary: Until we have managed to see design problems in terms of 

conflict between tendencies, there is nothing for the designer to do. So long 

as we see nothing but isolated tendencies we must assume that they will 

take care of themselves. We have only succeeded in stating a design problem 

in a constructive way at that moment when we have stated it as a conflict of 

tendenc ies. Since the tendencies in conflict may often be hidden, to state the 

problem is a difficult process which requires a deliberate and inventive 

search for conflicts. 

we design the environment, then, to prevent conflict. We must now start 

talking about the features of buildings which can help us do this. The 

features that cause and prevent individual conflicts are not bricks. or doors, 

or roofs; they are geometrical relationships between such concrete pieces. 

We shall call them relations. 

Before describing how we invent a new one. let us look at some examples of 

well-known relations. Here are f ive typical relations from a supermarket: 

1. Check-out counters are near the ex it doors. 

2. The stack of baskets and trolleys is inside the entrance and directly in 

front of it. 
3. Meat and dairy refrigerators are at the back of the store, and all other 

goods on display are between these refrigerators and the check-out counters. 

4. Display shelving has a tapering cross section, narrow at the top and wider 

at the bottom. 

5. The store is glass- fronted, with aisles runn ing from front to back at right 

angles to the street. 

These relations have become widely copied and typical of supermarkets 

because each of them prevents some specific conflict. Here are the five 

relations, followed in each case by the conflicts. 

Check-out near exit doors. This relation prevents a conflict between the 

following tendencies: 

1. Management has to keep all goods on the sales side of the check-outs. 

2. Management is trying to use every square foot of selling space. 

Baskets or trolleys inside the entrance and directly in front of it. 

1. Management tries to encourage shoppers to use baskets, so that they are 

not reluctant to pie!< up extra goods. 

2. Shoppers tend to move as fast as possible for the goods and are therefore 

likely to miss the baskets. 

Meat and dairy products at the back of the store and all other goods between 

these counters and the check-outs. 

1. Management tries to get every shopper to walk past as many goods as 

possible. · 

2. Shoppers visit meat and dairy sections almost every time they go to the 

supermarket. 

Display shelving with tapering cross section so goods near the ground are 

clearly visible to shoppers. 

1. People tend to walk around a supermarket w ithout bending down con

stantly to look for goods. 

2- Peopl_e want to be able to find the goods they are looking for without 

having to ask. · 

= 
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Glass fronts. aisles running back from the street and at right angles to it. 
1. Management is trying to give passersby a view of the entire inside of the 
supermarket. to draw them in. 
2. If the supermarket is on a street most of the passersby are walking past 
the front. 

A relation. then. is a geometrical arrangement that prevents a conflict No 
relation can be regarded as necessary to a building unless it prewnts a 
conflict that will otherwise occur in that building. A well-designed building 
is one which contains enough relations to eliminate conflicts within. 

So far we have discussed only known relations. those which exist already. 
How do we invent a new relation? Obviously. we start by stating a conflict 
But how do we invent a relation that prevents the conflict? The key is this: 
tendencies are never inherently in conflict; they are brought into conflict 
only by the conditions under which they occur. In order to solve the conflict 
we must invent an arrangement where these conditions do not exist For 
example. where a public path turns the comer of a building. people often 
collide. The following tendencies conflict: (1) People are trying to see any
one approaching them some distance ahead. so that they can avoid bumping 
into them without slowing down. and (2) going round a comer. people try to 
take the shortest path. At the blind comer the first tendency makes people 
walk well clear of the corner. the second makes them hug the comer. At a 
blind corner the tendencies conflict. 

Before we can invent an arrangement that prevents this conflict. we must 
find out exactly what makes these tendencies conflict In our example then! 
are several aspects of blind comers to blame: the fact that the corner is 
solid, the corner is square. and the ground is unobstructed around the comer. 
To eliminate the conflict we must get rid of one or more of these features. If 
we make the comer transparent. people will be able to see far enough ahead 
through it. If we round the corner with a gradual curve. people will be able to 
see round the corner. If we place a low obstruction at the corner. like a flower 
tub. people will have to walk around it and will see each other over it. 

It is plain from the example that there are certain arrangements causing 
the conflict and certain "opposite" arrangements preventing the conflict. 
These two classes of arrangement are mutually exclusive. Our task, given 
any conflict. is to define the class of arrangements that prevents the conflict. 
This is always difficult. In theory the class is infinite; even in practice it is 
very large. We must. therefore. define an abstract geometric property 
shared by all arrangements in the class and by no others. This is what we 
mean by a relation. A relation is a precise geometric definition of the class 
of arrangements preventing a given conflict. It must be so worded as to 
include all the arrangements that prevent the conflict and exclude all those 

which cause it. 

Let us continue our example. We have described certain arrangements that 
cause a conflict at corners and others that pre¥ent it. Those preventing it 
include: a corner made of transparent materials, a rounded corner, a tub of 
flowers so placed that people have to walk clear of the comer. What is the 
property common to all these good arrangements. which the bad arrange
ments lack? Roughly speaking, it is this: H we define a path around the cor
ner at a distance of one foot out from all walls and objects which project 
from the ground. and if we examine all chords on this path which are less 
than fifteen feet long, we shall find that none of these chords is. at eye level, 

obstructed by anything opaque. 

The conflict in this example happens to be a simple one. However, even when 

the conflicting tendencies are much larger in_ scale, or more subtle, the logic 
is the same. We state the conHict, give examples of arrangements causing 
and preventing It, and then try to abstract the relation that defines the latter 

class. 
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The Scientific Attitude to Relation• 

Two minor points remain. First, conflicting tendencies occur under specif1C 

conditions. The relation required to preven~ the conflict is required only 

under these specific conditions. The cond1t1ons under which the coa

flicting tendencies occur must be stated as part of the relation. Thus, the 

final form of a relation will always be: "If such and such conditions hold, 

then the following relation Is required." Second, the actual process of in

venting a relation will not follow the process of finding conflicls and d&

fining relations in strict sequence, as it has been presented here. In practice 

the statement of tendencies, the statement of conflict, and the statement of' 

relation all develop together. 

Let us summarize what we have done. We have described a process which 

has two steps: (1) identifying a conflict. and (2) deriving a relation from it. 

This process for obtaining a relation is objective in the sense that each of 

its steps is based on a hypothesis that can be tested. T~e two hypothesesare: 

(1) under certain specific conditions such and such conflicting tendencies 

occur, and (2) under these conditions the relation is both necessary and 

sufficient to prevent the conflict. If we cannot show that either of these 

hypotheses is false, we must then assume that any building where the con

flict can occur must contain the relation specified. 

In order to create a building in which no tendencies conflict. the designer 

must try to predict all the conflicts that could possibly occur in it, define 

the geometric relations that prevent these conflicts, and combine these 

relations to form a cohesive whole. 

The point of view we have presented is impartial. This is its beauty. Because ii 

is impartial, it makes possible a sane, constructive, and evolutionary attitude 

to design. It creates the opportunity for cumulative improvement of design 

ideas. Everything hinges on one simple question: What does a designer 

do when faced with a relation which someone else has written? 

The traditional point of view about design says that the rightness and wrong

ness of a relation is a question of value. A designer with this point of view will 

claim that a relation can be judged only by subjectively chosen criteria or 

values. Since people value things differently we can never be certain thal 

one designer will accept another designer's opinion and there is, therefore, 

no basis for universal agreement. 

Our point of view is different. We believe that all values can be replaced by 

one basic value: Everything desirable in life can be described in terms of 

freedom of people's underlying tendencies. Anything undesirable in life-

whether social, economic, or psychological-can always be described asan 

unresolved conflict between underlying tendencies. Life can fulfill itself 

only when people's tendencies are running free. The environment should 

give free rein to all tendencies; conflicts between people's tendencies must 

be eliminated. In terms of this view, the rightness or wrongness of a relation 

is a question of fact. 

As we have said, each relation is based on two hypotheses: (1) the conflieting 

tendencies do occur as stated, under the condition specified, and (2) the 

relation proposed is both necessary and sufficient to prevent conflict t. 

tween these tendencies. Faced with a relation stated in this form, thed• 

signer must either accept it or show that there is a flaw in one of the hypolll

eses. Whatever he does, he cannot merely reject the relation beCause he 

does not like it. The body of known relations must, therefore, grow and im

prove. Design, if understood as the invention and development of relationS, 

is no longer merely a collection of isolated and disconnected efforts. It be

comes a cumulative scientific effort.· 

• Since the first version of this paper was written, the theoretical framework ha~~ 

devel,?plng. For eKample, the term "relation" has been supplanted by th~ term ~ 

tern, u the latter gives a more accurate picture of the fact that the ent11,eurt. tM 

and are conditional on conteKt. Several workers in Berkeley have been de'ftl0Ptn9 ,o, 

Idea ol I pattern language as a system that gives the grammar of the combinltorY ~ • 
cess. See Francis Dully and John Torrey, "A Progress Report on the Pattern Lang • 

in this volume. 
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APl)tndl• A 
~•l1tlon1 tor an Ofllo• lntr•no• 

Rol111on t. 

1 o,eo,am of the ,0I111on for projection ol 
tnlfl/lCI 

P.tlatlon 2. 

10ieo11m of rec, ... d 1p1c1 rtlallon 

I 1111 r1tl1Won11 !Hfl!il!nllt(l In 1118 Ot1g1n,11 lludy' ,,,.11u,It11J(l llii! l/l(lliflll•llnn of 
IUI olflna ,,I1r1mo, 11lhlllltd on Ii twwy Olly llflt{II II Willi 1111111111•1111111 '"' 
twll<llnQ Willi hullt rl(Jhl llf} to tnll IIIQtwlllk, 110 lhil 111011n1r•n11• Q(ijj(ltfll 
dlr11olly onto lhtl IJlfHl, 11 WIiii 11!10 H111m1d rn,11 ll11tr1 WIii ti f8()t,J}liorw11 In 
ltll~ 11nlrt1n08, I IHI rt1l11llon11 dHII wllll lh811rr1001m11r11 of ri•v•m•inl, ,111,,11no" 
IIO(Jr!I, @l@11t1tcm1, l@Q@f}llon dtllk, 11nd tHII for VllillOfll, In ljllfih QHt, th• 
111a111mon1 or 11111 r@l1llon WIiii 1ooomp1nl1d hy I w,11111n t111Jlar11tlon 1n(J 1 
a1aor1m to tMw t1ow 111@ rillillon w11111noorpor111t<J rnto th• whOlt 11n1r1nn11 
11ruoturt 1hown In , Igur@ O, 

ro, 1h11 f}lll(lOll(I of ltllfl @lllltl()I, tour @11t1ml)lf11 from 1111 0,101011 IWljfllY•IWfi 
rolallona 1111110 b11tn CJhOHn no1t111on11, ~. AM 3 hlMi blilffl (Jh()ffn IHillAllH 
thfly lllu111,0111 lhtt WIY In which fflfllllOl'II 01n ht OOntl:Jlnod. n,10110012 lflcJ ~ 
lnh11lock nHlly with lhfl g@ntrlJI 111,uoturo dtlln•d by Rt1h11lon I , fht 01181• 
tapping 11nd lnttrwcmlng of 10Ia11on1 lo oh11110111,11110 01,11•t1on11 dHIQn, 
and 11 m1kH po111lblt tho cr11tlon ot comi,101 ind t oonomlo tnrmt Rt l1llon 
4 II lnoludt d btOIUH 111111,,1,otCIII p1rtloul1rly cl11rly lht ldH Of oonfllot, 

Th111111,10 of th• building on lhfl ground floor, 1dj1ctnt lo tho 1ntr1no1, mu11 
ho 11@1 bllCk lo IIIIOW IIHI on1,1neo 10 projool, 

Tho lollowlng 1ond1ncl111 conflict. 
1. Somo peoplo oomlno to lht bull/ling wlll bt unl1m11I1, with 11110011lon 
Thoy wlll know roughly whort 1111 t1nd on WhlOh lldt of tho llrttl, but bO• 
01111 .. tho ltronl 11 bu1y, lhty will fond 10 CIOH 10 lht corrtcl lldt II an Into,, 
1nctlon WOii btlo,, 11110hlng lht building, Out lhl building II bulll right UP to 
tho 1ldtwalk, 10 thoy will 11ppro1oh It II •n 10ut11nglt Ind may hive dllfl• 
oully 11olng tho ontranoo. 
2. On• bu11y 1ldow1lk people try to work out lholr roult 10m, dllttanot 1hoad. 
to propo1ltlon lhom1tl1101 to llkO tho 1hortOII Pllh,1 

Somo orr1ngomon11 which c1u111hI1 conflict are II lot1ow1: 11 lht 1nrr1nco 
door, aro rtc111od and lhort 11 no projtollon at the entr1ne1, pooplt will 
lend to move 10 tho out1ldo edge of lht 1ldow1lk to ... elong tht bulldlng 
moro 0111,ly, II thty do thl1, they cennot propo1ltlon lhem1tlvtt to lakt tht 
1hort11t path Into tht tnlrano, beOIUH lhty will have to bob and WHVI lholr 
way acro11 tht path of othtr pod11trl1n1. A projoc!lng canopy will not n•c• .. 
aarlly bt a11oclatod with tho ontrance, If lh1r1I1 a low proJtctlon, 11kt a atep, 
poople will not IH II bncau11 It WIii bl ob10ur1d by othor p1d11trlan1. 

Arr1ngom1nt1 which may prtvtnl the conflict er1 lh111: Somt proj1ction1, 
tor examplo, 1 cle11lc1I portico with column,. a projoctlng lobby, or a rt• 
11olvlng door, can be aoen by people approaching the entrance at an 1cu10 
angle. Such projtctlona are roughly alnglo-110,y holght. In tht 1111mpI1 In 
Figure 1, tht building 11 bull! right up to tho 1ldew1lk, 10 tho entrance cannot 
project onto 11. To gain• projection, the parta of the ground floor 011 ellhtr 
aide of the ontrenc, mu1t be 111 baok. 

A co11tred llntar rtCIIHd IPICI, II tho 1lde of th• entrance doo,1, about 
two feet detp and roughly p1r1ll1I to lht 111101. 

Where the bulldlng 1ntranc1 open, dlrtotly onto the aldewalk, the following 
ttmdoncl11 conlllct: 
1. When It begin• to rain heavlly, people In lht atrotl takt aholttr In the 
entrance for awhile. They try lo atand out of tht way of oth111 going In and 
out 
2. While 1helterlng In an entrance, people tend to 1tand In I llne facing the 
1trHt, It 11 char1ctorl1tlc of human behavior that people In orowda avoid 
111ndlng taco to fact. 

r-rhll 1tudy WII ccnductld by Barry Poyner In 111ee, Thi compltll lludy 111v1ll1bll 
from th• Mlnl1try of Public Bulldlng1 end work1, London. 
2, 811 Tyru1 Porltr, "A Study of P1lh•Choo1lng Behavior," In parllcular lht 11udy of the 
Kal1111r C1nt1r lobby, 
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Relation 3. 

----~-------- -

3. Diagram of the relation for a direct view 
ofthe street 

Relation 4. 

4. Diagram ol distance relation 

Arrangements which cause this conflict are these: If the only cover is. 1 
d d. t h . in ront 

of the entrance oors or on a Irec pat in and out of the entrance, and tt 
many people try to shelter, the en\rance gets blocked. Even where th . 

h 'd f h d 'f h ere isa covered space at t e sI e o t e oors, 1 t e doors are set back so 

!hat this space runs in a~ r ight an~les to the pavem_ent from a narrowopen
Ing, people w ill not use It; they will tend to form a line across the openi 
facing the street. again blocking the entrance. ng 

Arrangements which may prevent the conflict will have some covered spa 
at the side of the entrance doors, so that people can shelter without bloct 

ing the doo~ay. The space must also be_ r~c_essed to avoid being on any 
direct path in or out of the entrance. But 11 It Is deeply recessed or not parallet 

to the street, it is wasted. because people tend to stand in a line facing the 
street, watching for the rain to lessen. The space must therefore be a Shallow 
linear recess, roughly parallel to the street. A depth of two feet should be 
sufficient to allow a single line of people to shelter. Note: the length of this 
space will depend on how busy the pavement is, whether there is a bus stop 

near by. and how much other shelter is available. A convenient relative 1eng111 

Is shown in Figure 2. 

Space immediately inside the entrance, close to the doors and clear of all 
entry and exit paths, with a direct view of the street. 

When it is cold and windy, people who are waiting to be picked up by car 

will want more shelter than the covered entrance provides. The following 

tendencies conflict : 
1. People tend to wait at a point overlooking the street; they will want to 
know the moment the car they are expecting arrives. 
2. People who are waiting try to keep out of the way of those going in and out 

Arrangements which cause this conflict: If the only windows near the en
trance doors are in the entrance doors themselves. those who are waiting 

will tend to crowd around the doors. Even if there is another window near 

the doors, if the space just Inside is close to any path in or out of the en
trance. then again people will get in the way. In both these arrangements. 
people cannot stand by the window and at the same time keepoutoftheway 

Arrangements which may prevent the conflict: If the entrance lobby Is large 

and surrounded by glass, the conflict will not occur. Indeed any entrance 

with a space overlooking the street and near the entrance doors will prewnl 

the conflict, provided the space is clear of movement. Figure3showsone 

solution. 

The shortest path from outside the entrance doors to the reception desk is 

not less than forty feet. 

Visitors arrive at the building after finding their way along a busy street. The 
street is noisy, and they have been jostled along the pavement The follOWlll!I 

tendencies conflict : 
1. Visitors try to move directly, without hesitation, from the entrance doors to 

the reception desk. 
2. Visitors need a minute or two in which to reorient their thoughts befort 

arriving at the reception desk. 

Arrangements which cause this conflict: An entrance which has the recep

tionist just inside the door, particularly if there is no entryway to protectflOffl 

drafts. 

· · t'5placed 
Arrangements which may prevent the confl ict : If the reception is 1 . 

5 
bt-

well away from the entrance doors, or if there are one or more lobbie fal 
tween the street and reception, the confl ict does not occur. The~"~ 
property of these arrangements is that the visitor must cross a quiet sp 



- \1 

s.onepossible arrangement contning me:wenty-two relat10ns for an of ice 
entrance 

-

after leaving the street. before arriving at the reception point; forty feet seems 
to be about the minimum length of such a space. See Figure 4. 
Porter made observations of an entrance to a department store in Berkeley.1 A number of display cases separate the store front from the street, forming an 
arcade between street and store. He found that most people entering the store chose a path through the arcade rather than the direct path between the pavement and door to the store. He suggests, also, that people will choose to use a transition space to reorient themselves, on entering a space which is radically different from the one they have just left. 

Reception desk 

Seats for visitors 

0 
I 

20feet 
I 

\ '--------,-------------~---d 
Line of upper floors 

Pavement 

3. /bid ., the study of Hink"s Arcade, Berkeley. 
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Appendix B 
Patterns tor the Entrance to a 
Suburban House 

Pattern 1. 

This appendix• describes four of the twenty-11x relatlons or pitternl'th 
m~st be present in the entrance to a sing le-family house 1t1ndlng on tt:!.i 
private lot on a suburban street. Each pattern 11 a geometric relationshl 
between specified physical elements. Each pattern 11 ntee11ary, in tht P 
that a predictable conflict will occur and recur during tht lift of the hou= 
it is missing. 

The twenty-six patterns do not form a perfectly self-contained comple~. The 
circumstances which surround any one particular kind of housing may 
require only some of these twenty-six or they may require extra on". The 
twenty-six patterns must be thought of as a kit of parts to be put together 
differently in different conditions. 

It is therefore important to specify the precise conditions or context under 
which each individual pattern is necessary. Given knowledge of the circum
stances which surround a particular building, It is possible to decide tuc1ly 
which ol the twenty-six it must contain. This detailed specification of condi
tions will accompany the d iscussion of each pattern. In general, It can be 111d 
that the patterns all apply to the entrance of a single detached suburban 
house, containing a single family, with or without children; it i1 assumed 
that the family owns at least one car and that its way of life Is some version 
of that commonly found in a middle-income suburb in the United States and. 
more recently, in England. It is assumed that the house stands on utree1 
carrying fai rly light traffic, that the house contains a kitchen and some kind 
of living room, and that these rooms contain windows. Theseelernenturenot 
being questioned. Whether the street should have sidewalks, whether the 
kitchen should be closed or open, whether there should be one living room 
or two, whether windows should have built-in curtains, orwhethef any of 
these elements should exist at all-none of these questions is being asud. 

This does not mean that streets, kitchens, living rooms, windows are nghl 
as we now know them. Above all, It does not mean that one-family tuburban 
houses are a good idea. They are very likely not. But discussion of these 
elements would be fruitless without deep analysis of the relationshipswllicll 
define them. The problem has been deliberately restricted to avoid the 
dangers of unlimited expansion. 

This has an obvious consequence. The twenty-six patterns defined here 
apply only to certain houses whose other defining patterns are those normal 
for suburban houses in 1968. As soon as the patterns now defining suburtan 
houses-relatively quiet streets, windows, kitchens, living rooms-are 
changed, the entrance patterns presented here will have to be reexamined. 
It is impossible to predict how many of them wlll be stable under tht l1119act 
of such changes. However, many will still be required. To thisextent the 
twenty-six patterns form an isolable, independent complex. 

Four of the twenty-six patterns a re presented. Each has the same format: 
first a verbal statement of the topic, the context, and the relations which the 
pattern specifies; second, a description of the problem and conflicting ten
dencies; third, a description of the kinds of arrangement which c1u..e the 

conflict and the logic of the solution. 

Finding house numbers from a moving car. 

If: Free-standing house on a street where cars move at speeds t,etweenS 
miles per hour and 30 miles per hour. 

·4_ Thia atudy waa begun by Chrl1topher Alexander In 1966 and reviled and 11~tor 
this preuntation. The original twenty-six pattern, for a tuburbln hOull •"
from the Ctnttf' for Environmental Structure, Berkeley. .. • to 
s. The theoretical framework developed In Berkeley from the concep~ of ~Jol'ill 
that of "pattern." The distinctions are briefly made here and In f,anc,s ~tty pendil• 
Torrey, "A Progreu Report on the Pattern Language," in thlt volume. Th~IP ·n.A 
an example of pattern,. SH aleo Alexander, Sara lthikawt, and Murray Silvt(11ti 
Pattern Language Which Generates Multl•Servlce Ctn!•"· 



&.Oilgramol lhepatam of house signs 

door 

living room 

Then: Two house ~igns. Heh at about ◄5 degrees to the street, faclng up and 
~own the street: sign letters 12 inches high, or down to 6 inches if the house 
1s one of a ~ula~ sequence of houses all visibly numbered with house 
signs following this rule. House signs must be 5 feet to 10 feet from the 
ground and as far forward on the lot as possible. 

The p~oblem is that_ house numbers are hard to see from a moving car. 
especially for the dnver. Many signs have too-small numbers, are parallel 
to the road (on the house face or garden gate), or they are low enough to be 
obscured by parked cars or high enough to make the driver crane his neck 
forward (anything higher than 10 feet may have this effect II the car is near). 

The following tendencies conflict: 
1. The driver is trying to maintain a reasonable speed on the road, say 
25-30 mph. 

2. He 1s trying to identity a house without getting out of his car. 
3. He is trying to see the number far enough ahead so that he can slow down 
and if necessary tum into the driveway. 
◄. He is trying to keep his eye on the road. 

Arrangements that cause this conflict, in addition to numbers that are too 
small and signs placed too high or too low, include a sign placed at right 
angles to the street. since this cannot be read from the part of the street In 
front of the house; a sign more than 10 degrees off the driver's path when 
close enough to be read;• a sign facing only one way. 

This conflict may be resolved as follows: At 30 miles per hour, under average 
road conditions. the safe stopping distance is 245 feet. Furthermore, it will 
take about 2 seconds to read the number, or 88 feet at 30 mph.' The sign 
must therefore be legible 333 feet from the house. For99 percent of all 
drivers to be able to read them, the numbers must be 12 inches high to be 
legible at 333 feet.• Further, so that these numbers are legible from either 
direction and from the front. they must be placed at an angle to the street, say 
between 45 and 70 degrees. one facing each direction. The sign must also 
be as close to the street as possible. so as not to violate the 10 degrees limit. 
If there is any private land between the sign. and those parts of the street 
from which the sign is supposed to be visible. trees or outhouses may be put 
up there in the course of the years and obscure the sign. The sign must there
fore be on the property line which divides the street from private property. 

At present houses containing this pattern are very rare. However, IS soon IS 
the pattern becomes widely accepted. a new factor will come into play: 
drivers will read house numbers in sequence and slow down as they ap
proach the one they want. Under these conditions it will not be necessary to 
see the number quite so far ahead, and the numbers may be reduced by half. 

Letting people inside the house know who is coming to the door. 

If: Entrance to any dwelling. 

Then: The area outside the main door at least 200 square feet enclosed by 
walls on three sides and shielded from the street. Kitchen windows and 
1 iving room windows open onto this area. but not vislble from the street. 
Parking places within or immediately adjacent to this area. and all parts with
in this area suriaced in noisy material like gravel or wood. 

The problem is that people like to know who is coming before they hear the 
doorbell. In the United States. where almost everybody has a phone. it his 
become a common courtesy to call ahead; peopleliketo know who's coming 
in advance, Knocking on doors before you enter is a widely accepted habit 

6. R L MOOt9 and A. W. Ct\risM. - Rewarch on Traffic: Signs-" 
7. lbid .• ~typ. 11Sandtl'letonnuJaonp.117. 
a. J. e. Davey, "The Yl$ion ol a Group of Drivers." 
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Pattern 3. 

door 

view 

I 
street 

I . Diagram of the change of levels pallern 

throughout the Western world. It gives the person inside a chancet . 
himself, mentally, for the coming encounter. In many countries a vi~,:~: 
to pass through a court before he reaches the house and while he • . . ' 1sinth1s court he can be seen and heard. However, if the living room or kitche . 
dows overlook the area in front of the house, they may be exposed di~ w; 
to the street. which is also undesirable. ec Y 

The following tendencies con fl let: 
1. People like to hear visitors coming before the doorbell rings. 
2. Visitors tend to take the shortest path off the street. the path to thedoor i 
usually within range of street noise, and the noise of arrival is therefore oft~ 
unnoticed. ' 
3. People tend to "live" away from the street. or if they do live on the street 
side they tend to keep windows closed . 
4. People do not want the inside of the house to be visible from the street. 

Some arrangements that cause this conflict are windows that look out on 
the front but are visible from the street, thus forcing people to curtain them 
and to live away from them; or a path to the front door that does not pass 
windows of I iving areas. 

The area in front of the door must be so laid out that the path to the door is 
visible from windows but the street itself is not. This means that there must 
be some kind of obstruction placed near the street end of the path. Thearea 
mu st be acoustically shielded from the street; otherwise arrival noises are 
indistinguishable from street noises. But arrival sounds, like a carengineand 
footsteps, must be heard, so the car must be brought into the area by the 
door, and the area must be paved in resonant materials. 

Transition between street and house in an urban area. 

If: Any dwelling in an urban area. 

Then: The surface of the paths between street and door and between parking 
places and door must have at least two changes of level and be made of 
more than two materials. If possible, there should be some change of view. 
like an opening into the back garden. The floor of kitchen and living room 
should be at least one step lower than the floor immediately inside the main 
door. 

The problem is that if the house is too closely associated with the street 
people who come into the house find it difficult to lose the "closedness" •nd 
tension that are appropriate to street behavior and public encounters. •nd 
are thereby prevented from relaxing, or from opening up sufficienUyto 
interact with people in maximum contact. 

The following tendencies conflict: 
1 1. On the street people adopt a mask of "street behavior"; the momentumo 

this mask tends to persist until wiped clean.• el 
2. Arriving home, people search for an inner sanctum where they can r ax 
completely. 

Arrangements which cause the conflict are any kind of environmental c~ 
tinu ity between street and house, for instance, where the sidewalk continues 

9. Evidence for this tendency comes from the report by Serge Boute~iM •nd :=:i 
Weiss, The SNlt/1 world's Fair, Th• author■ noticed that many 1Khlb111111f one ,ihibil 
people; they drifted In, then drifted out again within a ahor1 time. HoweYtr, ~n ~~h the viewer, had to cross a huga, deep-pile, bright orange carpet on the waycludld 11111 
the IKhibit WH not better than other e,chlbill, they stayed. Thi authortc: l)IIIIYior" 
people were, In general, under the Influence of thtlr own "strNt and cro ntaet wi1/I 
and that while under this Influence they could not relaunough to make ct~tthltn 
the exhibits. But the bright carpet prnented them with such I strong c,?n 'ththe
broke the mood of their outside behavior, in elfect "wiped them clean, w, 
that they could then become absorbed in the exhibit. 

rt 



Panern 4. 

rooms 

t 

r l f 

T 
1 Diagram of the doo11;tep privacy pattern 

unbroken up to the front door. or where the inside of the house is at the same 
level as the street or has the same view as from the street. 

Arrangements which may prevent the conflict are changes of v· ra 
· d iew. sur ce 

materials. an _level. A step down into a living room helps destroy the street 
mask by creating a strong sense of stability and arrival. 

Privacy when the front door is open. 

If: The front door of any dwelling. 

Then: Walls_inside the main door so placed that a person standing on the 
doorstep. _w,th the door open. cannot see into any room, especially the living 
~o~m or krtchen, nor to any passage connecting rooms. The area immediately 
rnsrde the door must be a dead end. Of there is a window near the front door. 
the pattern applies also to the areas visible through this window from the 
doorstep.) 

The problem is that people want the inside of the house to be private when 
they open the front door. 

The fo llowing tendencies conflict: 
1. Politeness demands that when someone comes to the door, the door be 
opened wide. If the occupant goes back to get something, the door must be 
left open. 

2. People seek privacy for the inside of their houses. In particular, they try to 
prevent callers from seeing an untidy house. 
3. The family, sitting, talking, or at table, do not want to feel disturbed or 
intruded upon when someone comes to the door. 
4. At various times of the day the members of the family may wander around 
inside the house incompletely dressed. 
5. People in the house do not want their movements seen from outside. 

Arrangements that cause this conflict are a door that opens directly into any 
living room. or a door that opens in such a way that a person standing on the 
step can see into any room whose door is open. 

The first part of the pattern is immediate. The argument for the second part 
is that it may be desirable to have a window opening onto the front doorstep. 
However. if this window is badly placed it will be curtained and its function 
destroyed. The window must be placed in such a way that people feel com
fonable to leave it uncovered.'° 

10. People are reluctant to use cinr glass in doors. See Albert Haberer. OoolS and 
Gates. pp. 8-t 2. When cte&r glass is provided. if the inside rooms or rnolltlfflent are 
visible. curtains are put over the glass. For a dra~ttc example consider a recent h<luse 
by Edward Barnes. Although the living room~ to besc~ from the entrance. ,n 
fact the glass at tne entrance O'oes give onto the sides ol the hving room. and the path 
from the bedroom to the kitchen passes right past the glass. lM\'itably the architect was 
forced to put curtains in as soon u the building -nt into use. SNArclli!Ktura/ Rec
ord, January 1957. p. 208. 
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